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1. ________ capacity is based on some units of measurement that are common to the 
mix of the products.

     	      standard

     	      parameter

     	      resourced

     	--->> planned

2. _______ is the process whereby the range of components and/or final products are 
reduced.

     	--->> simplification

     	      analytical

     	      estimating

     	      predetermined

3. Production is concerned with the creation of goods and services for ______ and to 
meet the needs of consumers.

     	--->> marketing

     	      operating

     	      performance

     	      assigned

4. Production _________ refers to the organization of the production process as a 
whole.

     	      mathematics

     	--->> engineering

     	      physice

     	      economics
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5. Processing systems are either automatic, semi-automatic or _________.

     	      concept

     	--->> batch

     	      product

     	      performace

6. _________ is carried out to ensure that finished products reach a required standard 
and to reduce the amount of scrap and wasted labour.

     	--->> Inspection

     	      conformity

     	      deviation

     	      inventory

7. _______ and non-manufacturing sectors are concerned with the production of goods 
and services.

     	      quality

     	      control

     	--->> manufacturing

     	      progress

8. The words production and ____________ are sometimes used interchangeably.

     	      service

     	      supply

     	--->> productivity

     	      all of the above

9. ________ is referred to the interchangeability of standard components and between 
different end-products.

     	      process

     	      motion
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     	      simplification

     	--->> standardization

10. Needle _______ identifies the input of production as raw materials, people, energy,
machines, fixed assets, method of working and information.

     	--->> 1999

     	      2018

     	      2003

     	      2014
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